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Sergio Van Luijk draws on a remarkable range of experience to help 

experience in international private equity and institutional investment 
gives Sergio a seasoned appreciation of investors’ objectives, and his 

insider’s view of what companies hope to achieve and how they go 

As Managing Director of Cap Expand Partners, Sergio delivers 

and prospective investors, particularly those seeking strategic 

insightful public speaker who enlivens business events around the 

Experience
  Managing Director of Cap Expand Partners, an advisory business 

• Executive experience in corporate development and institutional 
investment

• Created growth strategies for top brands including PwC, Siemens, 
Umicore, The Carlyle Group, Advent, and GEA

Cross-border M&A is a 
golden opportunity to 
learn from each other’s 
values and management 
experiences. The challenge 
of applying your company’s 
internal rules, management 
philosophy, and code 
of conduct to another 
company operating in a 

internal procedures.
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BIOGRAPHY

Sergio van Luijk is the Managing Director of Cap Expand Partners, a leading 

role in deals worth more than €1bn and developed a distinctive approach 

stepped into a corporate development management role with Bavaria, the 

appointment as Director of Corporate Development for Umicore, a 

Managing Director, Sergio helps businesses develop winning growth 
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Sergio van Luijk is Managing Director at Cap Expand Partners, a leading 

Today’s speaker is a corporate strategist and M&A expert whose background 

Director, Sergio has built Cap Expand Partners into a major player in 
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SPEAKER 
INTRODUCTION

Word Count: 104

Sergio began his career in private equity, then served as director of a 
boutique investment bank before turning his attention to corporate 

executed all global strategic and M&A projects for a leading multinational 

investment and M&A transactions with an expert’s understanding of global 
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